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Sweetheart Pixie Cake
by Kelly Lance, OR

Visit ices.org

Apples for Teachers
by Mary Jo Dowling, MA

Previously an Art Director
for the Robotics Institute, ICES
CMSA Mary Jo Dowling holds
a degree in illustration from
Carnegie Mellon University.
After relocating to Eastern Massachusetts, she explored other
art-related fields and took up
cake decorating.
Mary Jo demonstrates her
cake decorating techniques
at cake shows and sugar arts
meetings, and has also served
as a judge. Her work has appeared in American Cake Decorating magazine and the ICES
newsletter. She demonstrated
her knowledge and competence
by passing the Certified Master
Sugar Artist exam in 2009.
Mary Jo currently serves
as State Representative for the
Massachusetts Chapter of ICES
and publishes the newsletter
and maintains the web site
for her Chapter. She serves on
the ICES Board of Directors as
Awards Chairman.
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At the end of every school year
my son wishes to give his teachers a gift. Year after year I rack my
brain trying to come up with something simple, fun and easy to make
for his teachers. And since I am
known in his school (as probably
most of you are, as well) as "the
lady who makes the cakes,” I try to
come up with an idea that will do
both of us proud.
This past year, I came across a
container that intrigued me. It was
called a muffin pot. These muffin
pots came six to a set and were
just the right size for individual
cake servings.
The apple motifs on the outside of each glazed pot started me
thinking. Apples and teachers—a
natural combination! I decided to
make individual apple cakes with
caramel frosting made to look like
apples. The design came together
in a project that was quick and
easy to make and more importantly, was a hit with the teachers.

•
•
•
•
•

For this project you will need:
Muffin pots, terra cotta pots or
cupcake liners
Your favorite apple cake recipe,
or use the one on page 12.
Warm caramel icing (see recipe
on page 12).
Red fondant
Small amount of moss green
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gum paste
Small amount of medium
brown gum paste
Toothpicks
Leaf cutter
Leaf veiner
Medium CelStick
Circle cutter to match top diameter of pot/cupcake
Small block of foam
Dresden Tool
Dark red petal dust
Medium red petal dust
Dark brown petal dust
Medium green petal dust
Dark green petal dust
Aluminum foil
Small amount of medium green
buttercream or royal icing to
match leaves in pastry bag fitted with a leaf tip.

At least one day in advance,
wash the muffin pots and prepare
cake batter appropriate to the final
number of cakes you wish to bake.
Plan on filling up the muffin pots
less than you normally would. The
goal is to bake the cakes so they
do not rise over the pot top. The
cake should be contained within
the muffin pot so that the caramel
icing has a place to flow over and
into the muffin pot, but not over
the edges. The cake tops should be
nicely rounded.
. . . / continued on page 25
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Sweetheart Pixie Cake
by Kelly Lance, OR

EDITOR'S NOTE:

ICES newsletter regular
contributor Kelly Lance has
been decorating and teaching
for over 15 years and has developed a particular fondness
for sculpture. In addition to
teaching, Kelly enjoys participating in cake shows and has
been judging these events.
She has several new written
and DVD projects in the works,
but is never happier than
when she is up to her elbows
in something moldable and
sweet.
Kelly also enjoys participating in ICES Conventions and
Days of Sharing. In 2008 Kelly
took the ICES Certification Test
and was awarded the title of
ICES Certified Master Sugar
Artist.
Kelly lives in Oregon with
her husband Scott, an amateur
photographer, and their two
dogs, all of whom provide a
never-ending source of inspiration and amusement.
ICES Newsletter

Our gratitude is extended once again to Kelly Lance, who graciously
shares her talents with ICES members without remuneration of any kind.
She says: "I like being a productive member of ICES and since I cannot
serve on the Board, this is a way for me to contribute. It helps keep my
mind occupied and gives an outlet for my creative drive since I don`t
have a bakery in which I can play." Thank you, Kelly; you truly embody
the original spirit of ICES.
Please note that Kelly tries to give the specific business names and/or
web sites for the products she used to create this project. She does so
only to be helpful. Neither she nor ICES benefits monetarily in any way,
nor do we endorse or warrant any of the products she describes. Kelly
does not get paid to use the products, nor does she get a cut of any sales
resulting from newsletter exposure. She will tell you that she chooses the
tools simply because that is what she has in her workroom. They do the
job the first time and make her life easier. Feel free to substitute.
Pixies
These ladies come prepared to offer your sweetheart tasty treats,
either as part of an entire cake shown on the cover, or in a stand-alone
piece with only one pixie and as many truffles as you choose.
Make heads
Make a crook in one end of a 3½” piece of 22-gauge cloth or tapecovered wire. Roll a ball of pixie-colored gum paste about the size of a
grape. Use your fingers to pinch a little pointy nose and pull it out slightly. Also pinch a chin area under the nose. Put your fingers at the back
of the head and behind the chin area and begin to roll a neck, pulling it
down a little (see photo on page 8).
Moisten the end of the wire with the crook and insert it into the neck
and up into the head. Don`t go too far or it will poke out the top. Since
we are going to put hair on the head, it won`t matter too much, but it
will be easier to dry if the head stays up on top of the wire.
Pinch the top of the head where the eyes will go so that it is a bit
smaller than the lower part of the face. This gives the pixie her cheeks.
Use the small end of your ball tool to make indentations for eyes.
. . . / continued on page 8
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President's
Perspective
Hello, ICES members!
When my grandchildren were in elementary school a few years ago, I visited one of their classrooms. Outside the door the teacher had posted an article entitled, Everything I Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten,
written by Robert Fulghum. The original edition of this book became an instant classic, dominating the New
York Times Best Seller list for almost two years. This collection of essays was the second longest #1 best seller
in 23 years. Among other things, he said the following:
•

“Share everything. Don’t take things that aren’t yours. Put things back where you found them.” That
sounds familiar, doesn’t it? Sharing is one of ICES’ philosophies. It is the basis of our organization and I
believe it is the driving force that has kept us together all these years. Are you the type of member who
comes to a Day of Sharing to drink coffee, win a door prize, learn what you can, and then leave promptly
to make money from what you have learned — or are you the member who helps organize, is willing to
demonstrate, clean up after the party is over, and share with others what you have learned?

•

“Play fair. Don’t hit people. Say you’re sorry when you hurt somebody.” You know, those are really important points. We have often heard that life isn’t fair, but that should not prevent us from behaving fairly
toward others. We can hit someone with words that sometimes hurt worse than physical blows. And sometimes people hit back even harder with their own harsh words, thus continuing the cycle. Let's all resolve
to watch what we say to and about each other, exercise common courtesy, and treat everyone with dignity
and respect.

•

“And it is still true, no matter how old you are, when you go out into the world, it is best to hold hands
and stick together.” That sounds like basic friendship to me. I enjoy seeing groups of ICES friends laughing
and chatting whenever there is opportunity to get together. Icing, Caring, Everyone Sharing.

My very best wishes,

Glenda Galvez
ICES President
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Upcoming Events
The Queen City Cake and Sugar
Art Show will be held March 12-14 in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Decorators and sugar
artists of all skill levels are encouraged to
participate.
For entry details, please visit www.
queencitycakeclub.com. For additional
information, contact Christine Clarke at
513-563-1178, Shari Buchanan at 513673-7829, or e-mail cincycakeshow@
hotmail.com.
Everyone is invited to attend the
Florida Day of Sharing which will be
held March 21 at the Sheraton Suites
Plantation in Plantation, Florida from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Until March 12, the cost is $25 for
ICES members and $30 for non-members.
This price includes a continental breakfast
and lunch. Same day registrations will not
include lunch, so please register early.
For more information or to register, please visit flices.org, and click on
“Events.”

. . . and Caring
ICES condolences are sent to ICES
Vice President Edith Power's husband
Charles Powers, whose brother passed
away recently. Many ICES members will
remember Charles Powers as one of the
willing volunteers who transported convention attendees to and from the airport
during the ICES Convention and Show
held in New Orleans, LA.
Sympathy cards may be sent to
Charles and Edith Powers, 45166 Chartin
Lane, St. Amant, LA 70774-4223.
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YOUR
ICES MEMBERSHIP ID NUMBER
and MIDYEAR REGISTRATION
Please note that your ICES membership ID number will be required for Midyear registration.
Your ICES membership ID number
can be located as the very first item on
your newsletter address facing slip. It is
very important that you file that number in a safe place so you can retrieve it
later.
For online Midyear registration, enter
your last name EXACTLY as it appears
on your newsletter address facing slip.
For example: “Jones Jr” (no commas
or periods). If a hyphen appears in your
last name, use a hyphen online. If your
second name after your hyphen is not
complete on the mailing insert, do not
complete it online.

Upcoming Conventions
and Midyear Dates
To help you arrange your calendar to be able to attend, the scheduled
dates and locations for the upcoming
ICES Conventions and Midyear Meetings are listed below. Plan some extra
time to tour these beautiful areas!
Conventions
August 12-15, 2010—San Diego, CA
August 4-7, 2011—Charlotte, NC
August 2-5, 2012—Reno, NV
Midyear Meetings
March 11-14, 2010—Charlotte, NC
March 10-13, 2011—Reno, NV
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Executive Committee
Glenda Galvez, President
   Chairman of the Board
3606 Grant St.
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
Ph 940-692-3100
Wk 940-692-6565
E-mail glenda@auntglendascakes.com
Edith Powers, Vice President
45166 Chartin Lane
St. Amant, LA 70774-4223
Ph 225-675-5796; e-mail edichpowers@eatel.net
CT, NH, US VI, Barbados, Dominican
Republic, Philippines, Scotland, Tasmania
Cindy Marshall, Recording Secretary
222 Central Avenue
Needham, MA 02494
Ph 781-444-1989
E-mail cakeladycindy@gmail.com
Barbara Sullivan, Corresponding Secretary
233 Thoroughbred Lane
Alabaster, AL 35007
Ph 205-664-8767
E-mail barbscakes@hotmail.com
MI, MN, OK, Gauteng, South Africa, Guam,
Guyana, Rep. of Panama, United Arab Emirates
Twez Shewmake, Treasurer
P.O. Box 1387
Weatherford, TX 76086-1387
Ph 817-599-3553
E-mail IcesTreasurer@gmail.com

Contact the designated Board Member with any concerns in your local
state/area/province/country.

2009 - 2010

ICES Board of Directors

Gerald De Keuster
6800 Vista del Norte NE #913
Albuquerque, NM 87113
Ph 505-345-3105; e-mail gdeketruffles06@comcast.net
CA, FL, MA, OR, Bolivia, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras,
Peru
Mary Jo Dowling
23 Village View Rd.
Westford, MA 01886
Ph 978-692-4964; e-mail mjdices@gmail.com
MD,  TX, VA, WA, Bahamas, Japan, Mexico, SK, Saudi
Arabia
Oleta Edwards
2931 A Northland Dr., #101
Columbia, MO 65202-1882
Ph 573-289-8768; e-mail cakewmn@aol.com
AL, MT, NC, RI, AB, Cape South Africa, England
Linda Fontana
5816 S. 104 Ave
Omaha, NE  68127-3034
Ph 402-339-2872; e-mail lcficing@msn.com
DC, DE, ME, MO, WY, Aruba, Australia, Indonesia,
West Indies
Karen Garback
5370 Columbia Road
North Olmsted, OH  44070-4656
Ph 440-801-1420; e-mail pbkaren@sbcglobal.net
GA, LA, SD, NE, Costa Rica, Ecuador, MB, Zimbabwe
Maria Kovacs
107-5070 Fairview Street
Burlington, ON, Canada  L7L 0B8
Ph 905-632-8536; e-mail callesur@ca.inter.net
IN, OH, WV, NJ, BC, Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador,
Maldives

Kim Martin
7512 Spencer Lane
Helena, AL 35080
Ph 205-664-3756; e-mail kimicesboard@gmail.com
AR, IA, SC, TN, ON, China, Denmark, Nigeria
Gayle McMillan
4883 Camellia Lane
Bossier City, LA 71111-5424
Ph 318-746-2812; e-mail gvmcmillan@aol.com
AZ, CO, NV, PR, WI, Argentina, New Zealand, Poland
Helen Osteen
2502 Esther Avenue
Pasadena, TX  77502-3239
Ph 713-204-3218
E-mail ICESmembership@osteenjewelry.com
HI, IL, KS, ND, Ethiopa, Netherlands, Norway, Trinidad
Gwendolyn Scroggins
18262 Lindsay
Detroit, MI 48235
Ph 313-272-4871; e-mail c5cakesbygwen@aol.com
KY, NY, PA, Jamaica, Korea, Natal, Portugal,
South Korea
Rhoda Sheridan
206 NE Blair St.
Sheridan, OR 97378
Ph 503-843-3903; e-mail sheridr@aol.com
AK, MS, VT, Belize, Netherlands Antilles, QC, Sri Lanka
Beth Lee Spinner
12 Timber Trail
Columbia, CT 06237-1418
Ph 860-228-8595; e-mail blspinner@sbcglobal.net
ID, NM, UT, Egypt, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, NS, South
Africa, Venezuela

ICES Founder: Betty Jo Steinman, P.O. Box 825, Howell, MI 48844; e-mail bettyjosteinman@gmail.com.
ICES Newsletter Editor: Grace McMillan, 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044; phone or fax 405-282-3003; e-mail IcesEditor@aol.com.
Membership Coordinator: Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, TX 77502-3239; phone 713-204-3218; fax 877-261-8560; e-mail IcesMembership@osteenjewelry.com.

2009-10 Committee Chairmen
Awards................................................ Mary Jo Dowling
Budget & Finance................................. Twez Shewmake
Bylaws....................................................Rhoda Sheridan
Century Club............................................Oleta Edwards
Certification...................................................Kim Martin
Convention............................................... Linda Fontana
Demonstrations...........................................Helen Osteen
Ethics........................................................Glenda Galvez
Hall of Fame......................................... Twez Shewmake
Historical...............................................Barbara Sullivan
ICES Chapter.......................................Gerald DeKeuster
International............................................... Maria Kovacs
Internet..................................................... Karen Garback
Job Description...........................................Helen Osteen
Logo..............................................Gwendolyn Scroggins
Membership........................................... Gayle McMillan
Minutes Recap...............................................Kim Martin
Newsletter............................................. Twez Shewmake
Nominations/Elections.........................Beth Lee Spinner
Property & Records Management...........Cindy Marshall
Publicity................................................... Karen Garback
Representative......................................Beth Lee Spinner
Scholarships............................................. Karen Garback
Shop Owners............................................Oleta Edwards
Vendors/Authors........................................ Edith Powers
Ways & Means.......................................Rhoda Sheridan
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WHOM TO CONTACT and WHERE TO SEND
Checks for any purpose should be made payable to ICES.
Address changes, label corrections and renewal membership dues: ICES Membership, Helen
Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239; phone 713-204-3218; fax 877-261-8560
e-mail IcesMembership@osteenjewelry.com.
New Member Dues, Membership Questions, and Membership Pins: Helen Osteen, 2502
Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239 or ICES Membership, 1740-44th St. SW, Wyoming, MI
49509.
Newsletter Back Issues: While supplies last, the 11 most recent back issues are available for
sale. Please indicate which issues you are ordering. Back issue prices are $5 each in the U.S.
Outside the U.S., back issues are $7.50 for the first issue, plus $7 for each additional issue mailed
to the same address. To order back issues, mail check or money order (payable to ICES) to ICES
Newsletter Editor, Grace McMillan, 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044. US funds only.
Newsletter Ads: ICES Newsletter Editor, Grace McMillan, 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK
73044-7806, phone or fax 405-282-3003, e-mail IcesEditor@aol.com. Ads must be received by
the 25th of the month, two months preceding issue month.
Membership Brochures and Banners for Publicity: Karen Garback, 5370 Columbia Rd., North
Olmstead, OH 44070. Phone 440-801-1420, e-mail pbkaren@sbcglobal.net.

2010 Show Directors, San Diego, CA:
Elden and Tami Jones
3808 Pinto Place, Spring Valley, CA 91977; Phone or fax 619-303-8296
E-mail elden_jones@yahoo.com and tamicakes@cox.net
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2009 Convention Exit Survey Results
After the 2009 convention in Illinois, we e-mailed an exit survey to those who attended. Many of you
thanked us for inviting you to express your opinions and we thank you most sincerely for your responses. By
letting us know candidly what you like and dislike and by making suggestions for improvement, you help the
Board of Directors to better serve you in the future. Thank you also to those Board members who participated
in the wording and execution thereof, and for the Board motion to send the same survey from year to year so
that the process of compiling and analyzing accurate data can continue.
•

The first question was, "HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AN ICES MEMBER?" and the responses were very
interesting. Of those who responded, we discovered that a whopping 23% of the attendance at our convention was made up of brand new ICES members. About 25% of our convention attendance was made up of
those who have been members for ten years or longer; 19.46% was made up of members of one to three
years; and exactly the same percentage was made up of members of four to seven years.

•

Some of the more surprising percentages were the responses to the question: "HOW MANY ICES CONVENTIONS have you attended?" A full 33.03% answered, "This was my first ICES Convention." 23.53% said they
had attended between one and three conventions; 19.68% answered they had attended between four and
seven conventions; less than 10% had been to eight to ten conventions; and less than 20% had been to ten
or more conventions. This means that about one-third of our convention attendance was made up of people who attended for the first time, and over 50% of convention attendees were relatively new members.

•

To put these numbers into perspective, we discovered with our Membership Survey that a broad sampling
of our MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS can be broken down into the following categories: 17.87% are new members; 25.84% are members of one to three years; 19.79% are members of four to seven years; about 10%
are members of eight to ten years; and 24.04% are members of over ten years. Over 50% of our members
classify themselves as home-based decorators who sell decorated cakes. 18.64% say they are shop owners.

•

CONVENTION DEMOS are a hit with our membership. 52% of those responding rated the demos at level
5 (excellent) and 25.57% rated them at a level 4, giving them a solid 77.57% approval rating. A walloping
82.81% felt that the price of the demos was just right, and 87.1% felt that the most popular demos should
be offered more than once during the same convention.

•

66% of those responding to the convention exit survey did not answer whether or not they enjoyed the
HANDS-ON CLASSES, but of those who did respond, 22.4% rated them at level 5 and 6.56% rated them at
level 4. Less than 5% rated them at level 3; about 1% rated them at level two; and much less than 1% rated
them at level 1 (strong dislike). The percentages to these responses are small because many members did
not attend Hands-On Classes, but most of those who did attend enjoyed them.

•

CERTIFICATION was enjoyed by most of those who participated (4.75% rated it at level 3, 4.07% rated it at
level 4, and 8.14% loved the program), and 41.65% of those responding to the earlier Membership Survey
said they were interested in participating in the program. 20.14% of those actually attending convention
and responding to the exit survey were interested in certification, while about 50% of our convention attendees who responded said they were not interested.
. . . / continued on page 20
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Sweetheart Pixie Cake
Poke the ball into the head a bit
and lift up slightly. Repeat for the
other eye. Set the head aside to
dry with the end of the wire poked
into a block of foam.
Make arms and legs
Pull off enough pixie paste to
make both arms. Cut the amount
in half. You will work with one half
at a time, leaving the other piece
in the zippy bag until you are ready
for it.
Roll the piece into a ball and
then into a sausage that is just a bit
larger on one end than the other.
The larger end will be the shoulder.
Roll the smaller end between
your index fingers about ¼” from
the end to make a wrist, and a
small ball that will become the
hand. Flatten the hand into a pancake.
Decide where you want the
elbow to be and place the sausage
across your left index finger at that
point. Use the first two slightly
separated fingers of your right
hand to roll across the sausage.
This will make a perfect elbow or
knee. Use the back of an X-Acto®
knife to make the bend marks in
the appropriate spots.
Make a small cut in the hand
area with your knife and remove
a small piece; this will create the
thumb area. Make three cuts for
the remaining fingers and don`t
forget to make a small cut that will
further separate the thumb from
the palm. Use your fingers to genPage 

. . . / continued from page 3

tly shape the rectangles into fingers and a thumb.
Make the marks for the knuckles with the back of the X-Acto® knife,
and use the larger end of a flat toothpick whittled down just a tad to
make the indentations for the fingernails. The better you get at hand
construction, the more delicate looking your hands and fingers will be. It
is worth spending some time practicing.
Set the hand/arm assembly aside to dry in the desired position. Now
take just a minute to examine your hands carefully. You have just made
one hand and now you need to make its opposite. Even pixies do not
have two left hands!
Repeat this procedure for the
legs, with the exception of feet (you
really only need the legs to end at
the ankles because these ladies will
be wearing shoes). Remember to
make the legs proportionately bigger than the arms.
Use about one and a half as
much paste for each leg as for each
arm. Dry the legs in the appropriate
positions.
Make shoes
Make shoes by rolling paste into
a ball and pointing one end. Pull up
the center of the ball to form the
upper part of the shoe where the
foot would go in. Make a hole with
the small end of your ball tool. Use
tiny embroidery scissors to make
four cuts and pat them into “petals” that will roll over just a little.
Make the hole a bit bigger with the
ball tool so that it will accept the
end of the leg.
Now turn your attention to the
toes of the shoes. Draw the toe
out so that it is long and pointy
and then roll it up at the end like a
Persian slipper. Use your fingers to
shape the rest of the shoe so that it
February 2010
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looks like a shoe.
Pinch the center slightly so
there is a ball area at the front
and a heel area at the back. You
may want to indent at the back of
the last (the part of the shoe that
spans the arch area on the bottom
of the shoe) and pull some paste
down for a high heel. You might
want to round the bottom edges of
the slippers to make them look a
bit more realistic. If you happen to
have a pixie with a taste for Ferragamo or Jimmie Choo, you had
better give her what she wants.
All these items can be set
aside to dry at least overnight, but
probably for a day or two. You will
be handling the delicate arms and
legs which are more susceptible to
breakage if they are not completely dry.
Berries, leaves and curlicues
During the interim of drying
time you can make berries, leaves
and curlicues. For this project, I
made about 55 berries of assorted
sizes and colors, using 30-gauge
cloth-covered wire for the stems.
This is a good time to use
up your random lengths of wire.
Make a crook in the end, roll a
berry, moisten the crook and
insert the straight end of the wire
into the top of the berry, pulling it
down until the crook is just visible.
Poke the wires into foam and let
them dry.
Make a bunch of ivy leaves
from moss green paste. About 40
leaves in various sizes should get
you through this project. Make
more of the small and medium
leaves than the large ones.
ICES Newsletter

Wrap the leaves in stems of 3, 5 or 7. Usually the stems only get one
or possibly two of the larger leaves, but they get at least two or three of
the small and medium sized ones.
Use 30-gauge cloth-covered wire for these leaves, cutting them
out of the paste with cutters. Cover the wire with tiny bits of paste
and squish the wire into the leaf with a two-sided silicone veiner (from
sunflowersugarart.net).
Dianne Gruenberg calls
this wire covering technique "twiddling." I really like the result of using
the two-sided veiner and
twiddled wire; the wire
disappears into the leaf.
Make curlicues and
poke 22-gauge wire into
the end. These will be
wrapped later into the
leaf/berry stems. Let
them dry in aesthetically
pleasing configurations.
Make wings
These are made just
like the leaves using
the twiddled wire and
a two-sided silicone
veiner. Make both pieces
of each wing separately,
and then twist the wires
together to give greater
flexibility in positioning
them after placing the
pixies on the cake.
Mini cakes and cupcakes
A set of silicone
candy cups made by
Kitchen Collection (from
kitchencollection.com)
came in very handy for
this part of the project.
Fill several of these with
truffles , rolled "snakes"
of fondant in the colors
February 2010
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Sweetheart Pixie Cake
that you choose, and wind them
on top to simulate piped icing. For
a couple of these, I just filled the
cups and covered the truffles with
fondant left plain, decorating the
top with a couple of hearts.
Pixie bodies
You will want to make pixie
bodies slightly smaller than they
will be when finished, especially in
the waist area. You will be applying clothing to the bodies and that
will add bulk which can look quite
unfortunate if you don`t plan for it.
Start out with a piece of paste
that is about 2½” to 3” around and
roll it into a ball. Use your fingers
to define the waist area, leaving
some paste on top for the bust
and some on the bottom for hips.
Round these areas appropriately.
You may use gum balls inside the
body if you are in a hurry, but remember that you will need to drill
a hole through them to accept the
wire on which the head is built.
To form the shoulder area,
poke the small end of your ball tool
into the spot where the arm would
join the shoulder and lift up slightly. This gives a nice shoulder shape
and also provides a place for some
of the extra paste to attach when
you make the sleeve heads to glue
the arms to the body.
Put the head in place and
smooth the place where the neck
joins the shoulder to make it as
neat as possible. You can always
put a collar around the join when
Page 10

you dress the pixie.
You may attach the legs at this
time if the pixie will be in a seated
position. If the pixie will be standing, set the body aside to dry before assembly to avoid any drooping around the posterior area.
Remember to make two holes
in the back that will accept the
wires for the wings.
Assembling the dried pieces
Put a bodice on your pixie by
rolling gum paste into a circle (the
size will depend on how large your
body is). This one was about 1½”
in diameter. You may texture the
fabric if you wish.
Use a tip #4 to cut a hole in the
center of the circle and then use
a cutting wheel to take a wedgeshaped piece out of the circle. The
volume of fabric created by using
the full circle is too large for your
pixie, so cutting the wedge-shaped
piece out of it will cut it down to
just about the right size. You may
have to give this a couple of tries
before you get it exactly right.		
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Wrap the piece around the
upper body and check the fit. If it
works, glue the fabric down with
water, using a barely damp brush.
Use a cutting wheel to make a nice
straight seam up the back. Re-drill
the holes for the wing wires.
If the pixie will be standing,
attach the shoes to the legs and
the legs to the body, and then let
the joins dry before putting on the
skirt.
Roll out skirt-colored gum
paste and texture it if you wish. Cut
out skirt pieces with a 3” scalloped
circle cutter and frill the scallops.
To frill gum paste, apply additional cornstarch to the board on
top of and underneath the paste.
Use a regular toothpick or a bamboo skewer for this task. Look at
your tool of choice and see how it
is pointed. The toothpick is a certain diameter and then it decreases to make the point. You want to
find the spot where the decrease
starts to happen and put that exact
spot right on the edge of the fabric
to be frilled. Roll the tool back and
forth and watch the magic happen.
The technique depends on getting
the right part of the tool on the
very edge of the paste; keep trying
until it happens just like you want.
You are making a ruffle by
thinning the edge of the paste and
increasing the surface area of the
fabric under the tool, which pushes
the rest of the paste up into folds.
I was going for a kind of a crinoline
look to the skirt, so I kept frilling
until it was pretty frothy. You can
stop any time you wish, depending
on the desired end result.
Use the back of any tip to cut
ICES Newsletter

the hole in the center of the skirt
and then use a cutting wheel to
make the seam cut down the back.
Again, "dry fit" the piece and
if it works, put a very small bit of
water around the waist and glue in
place.
I had gone to some trouble to
make the skirt look "poofy," and so
I set the body aside to dry with the
ruffles propped in place by bits of
tissue paper.
When the skirt is dry, come
back and add a waistband or sash.

The collar is a five-petaled
flower with a tip #3 hole cut in the
center. The hole will stretch, so
don`t cut it too large. The arms are
attached with the same 5-petaled
blossom used for the collar.
Moisten the top of the arm
slightly and wrap it with the blossom and glue them in place with
water. Prop to dry.
Pixie hair
Make the hair using daisy
flower cutters that come in the
. . . / continued on page 17
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Quick Caramel Icing

Apple Cardamom Caramel Cake

8 tbsp. (1 stick) unsalted butter
½ c. light brown sugar
½ c. dark brown sugar
¼ c. heavy cream
2 c. confectioner's sugar (well sifted)
1 tsp. pure vanilla extract (Penzey’s Double
Strength Vanilla recommended)

2¼ c. flour
½ tsp. cinnamon
2 tsp. ginger
1 tsp. cardamom
½ tsp. baking soda
2½ tsp. baking powder
Pinch of salt
3 c. finely chopped peeled firm baking apples
1½ c. dark brown sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
¾ c. butter (room temperature)
3 eggs
½ c. buttermilk
½ c. applesauce
1
/3 c. chopped toasted pecans (optional)
1
/3 c. raisins (optional)

In a medium-sized heavy saucepan over
medium heat, constantly stir butter and
brown sugars together until mixture comes
to a boil. Add cream and return mixture to
a boil. Remove pan from heat and slowly
add the confectioner's sugar while stirring
constantly with a wooden spoon. Squash the
mixture against the walls of the pan to break
up the clumps and achieve a smooth mixture.
Add vanilla and keep stirring until the mixture
is smooth and lump free.
Use immediately. If the mixture becomes
too stiff while working with it, return it to a
low heat while stirring constantly and scraping the sides of the pan, until it becomes
workable again.
—Mary Jo Dowling, MA

Sift together flour, spices, baking soda,
powder and salt. Place chopped apples in a
large bowl with the optional nuts and raisins
and toss together with 3 tablespoons of the
flour mixture.
Blend the butter together with the sugar
and vanilla until light and fluffy. Add the eggs
one at a time. Add the dry flour mixture alternately with the buttermilk and applesauce
mixture to the previous mixture and blend
until just mixed. Fold in the apple mixture.
Turn out into three 8” round pans lined
with parchment. Bake at 350° for 45 minutes
or until a toothpick inserted in the center
comes out clean.
Once cool, brush tops with caramel
simple syrup. Use with Quick Caramel Icing.
February 2010

Pretzel Turtles
20 small mini pretzels
20 chocolate covered caramel candies
20 pecan halves
Preheat oven to 300º F (150º C). Arrange
the pretzels in a single layer on a parchment
lined cookie sheet. Place one chocolate covered caramel candy on each pretzel.
Bake for 4 minutes. While the candy is
warm, press a pecan half onto each candy
covered pretzel. Cool completely before storing in an airtight container.
Yield: 20 candies.
—Used by permission
from www.allrecipes.com.
ICES Newsletter
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Karen Garback, OH

Tracy Sukiennik, TX

Diana Garcia, CT
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Tineke Hendrikse, Netherlands

Norma Arevalo, Peru

Tamara Anderson, MN
Dorothy Saulnier, MA
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Merrie Lee Reese, FL

Toni Hartman, NJ

Carolyn Lawrence, MO
Barb Evans, IL
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Lisa Hook, MI
Nancy Blanco, Argentina

Julia Cullen, IN
Cassidy Howell, IN
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Sweetheart Pixie Cake
Jem Cutters set (jemcutters.com).
Arrange the hair as you like, starting with the larger flowers since
they make the longer hair. Layer
the flower shapes until you are
happy with your pixie's hairstyle.
Finishing the pixies
Shade the hair, blush the
cheeks, tint the ruffle of the skirt
and shade the areas on the clothing that need it.
Roll two small balls of white
paste and poke into the eye sockets. Roll two tiny balls of black
paste and apply to the whites for
pupils. Remember to put the little
white dots in the pupils. Using a
very thin paint brush, put a mouth
on each pixie.
Make the cake
I used a 6” cake and a 10” cake
and trimmed them. To make the
sides slant like this, you will need
the next size smaller cardboard to
use as a guide.
For the 6” cake, I put down a 6”
circle and turned the 4” tall cake
tier upside down on that circle. I
put the 4” circle in the center of

the bottom (what is now the top)
of the pile. Use a very sharp serrated knife to trim away the excess
cake, keeping the blade alongside both of the circles. This will
give you an even cut all the way
around.
When you have trimmed to
your satisfaction, you can use the
cardboards to flip the cake right
side up and get it set where you
want it.
"Prep ice" the cake and then
cover with fondant. Repeat for the
10” tier with an 8” cardboard and
a 10” cardboard. Cover the board
with the lighter pink at this time.

the points. Roll over it with a small
rolling pin to make sure that the
back will be level and make a good
impression. Make sure that the
rolling did not cause any fondant
to spill out over the edges of the
design.
Flip the mold over onto a piece
of upholstery plastic that has been
dusted with powdered sugar, and
gently peel it away. You will have a
section of beautiful molding. Notice that the mold starts and stops
in the same place in the pattern
repeat – this is so that you can easily match up your edges.
If you find that you need a
piece which is shorter than the

Colors
I wanted something in the pink
range since this was a February
project. Since I had a great deal of
ivory fondant left over from another project, I added burgundy to the
ivory color to get the plum color.
I wanted a lighter shade for the
board, so I took a lump of the plum
fondant and mixed it with some
white that I had left over. This way,
both colors are related because
they started from the same base.
Cake borders
The borders on these cakes
were done with mold numbers 813
and 814 from Elegant Lace Molds
(elegantlacemolds.com). Make a
long thick snake of fondant and roll
it against a powder puff of powdered sugar. Place it in the mold
and use your fingers to press it into
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mold to complete your border,
simply cut the fondant at one of
the same pattern repeats and put
it in place.
When I am making borders
from a mold such as this, I usually
use a 50/50 mixture of my homemade fondant and either Fondex
or Satin Ice. The commercially
. . . / continued on page 21
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I NTERNATIONAL CAKE EXPLORATION SOCIET
35th Annual Convention and Show
August 12 - 15, 2010 • San Diego, CA

2010 Convention and Show Winery Tour
By now you are ready to register for the 2010 ICES Convention and Show. Beginning March 1, you will be
able to log online to the ICES web site to register and plan your events for the week of convention. There are so
many things to see and do in San Diego; however, for those coming in early, you may want to consider attending a special winery tour on Wednesday, August 11.
Just 45 minutes north of San Diego in beautiful California is the city of Temecula. Temecula is known for
its bountiful wineries. We have arranged a customized tour that includes some behind-the-scenes activities of
a winery, which includes wine tasting, lunch and transportation. If you choose to attend the tour, you will be
picked up from the Town and Country Hotel and head north.
Following a scenic route passing equestrian ranches, vineyards, citrus orchards and stately mansions, you'll
enter wine country. Wilson Creek Winery is the initial destination for the entire group. and an entertaining
presentation and wine tasting is often hosted by a dynamic Wilson family member. Perhaps Temecula’s most
popular wine, in addition to being a heavily purchased product, the signature item Almond Champagne may be
the talk of the visit.
Wiens Family Cellars is the next stop for tasting and lunch. In 1996, the family planted their first vineyard
in Paso Robles. With award-winning wines produced from the first vintages, the family was inspired to build a
winery in the Temecula Valley. Acquiring and developing local vineyards, the family has assured the source of
high quality fruit for their commitment to make only the finest wines. Guests will be offered the opportunity
for a behind-the-scenes production tour during this visit, and will also enjoy a mini buffet picnic lunch on the
attractive outdoor patio.
We will also make a stop in downtown Temecula for an opportunity to shop in some of the old fashioned
stores before returning to the Town and Country Hotel. This tour will be an all-day event. Please make note of
the times if you are planning on taking a hands-on class on
Wednesday evening.
If you are interested in joining us on this special tour, you
may register for it online at ices.org, beginning March 1. This
is the only tour we will offer during this year’s Convention and
Show.
Check our web site at ices10.org for more details and specific information on the Convention and Show. Come to San
Diego and "Hang 10 in 2010!"
Elden and Tami Jones
2010 Convention Show Directors
Page 18
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Convention Forms and Information
The 2010 Show Committee invites you to start planning early in preparing a sugar art display for our Cake
Shack at the 35th Annual ICES Convention and Show to be held August 12-15 at the Town and Country
Resort and Convention Center in San Diego, California.
The Show Rules and Regulations, Sugar Display Registration and Photo/Video Release, and Sugar Display
Description forms will be available from your ICES Representative and Board Liaison, and they are also
located online on the ICES web site at ices.org. Please review all the information to make sure you comply with the rules and so that you don’t miss a deadline.
We look forward to seeing your sugar art displays when you come "Hang 10 in 2010!"
Linda Bills, Cake Shack Chairman
Elden and Tami Jones, Show Directors
ICES 2010 Convention and Show
3808 Pinto Place
Spring Valley, CA 91977
Phone or fax 619-303-8296
E-mail info@ices10.org
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. . . / 2009 Convention Exit Survey Results, continued from page 7
• A full 68.33% of those who responded to the exit survey said they loved the CAKE ROOM and rated it at
the highest ranking, and 21.72% rated it at level 4. From this we learned that the Cake Room is one of the
most enjoyed elements of the convention, ranking higher than convention demos and running a very close
second to the Vendors Room. Only 2.26% of those responding to the survey did not answer this question.
•

The VENDORS ROOM is the highest ranked convention element that we have. 69.23% of those who responded right after convention ranked it at level 5, and 22.62% ranked it at level 4, giving it a 91.85% approval rating. Only 1.81% did not answer this question.

•

The least favorite parts of the 2009 convention were the GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING and the SPECIAL
BYLAWS MEETING. Of the 79.41% attending the General Membership Meeting, 14.48% gave it the lowest
ranking, saying they strongly disliked this convention element. 22.4% rated it at level 2, 28.51% rated it at
level 3, and 20.36% of attending members did not answer the question. 4.52% said they loved the meeting.
49.32% submitted suggestions for improvement specifically for this convention element.

•

Strong feelings were expressed by the membership regarding the General Membership Meeting. The COMMENT MOST OFTEN REPEATED by those who attended the General Membership Meeting was that the
meeting was too long. The second-most often repeated sentiment was that the meeting was too negative
and political. Many members suggested that motions be turned in ahead of time. Several expressed the
desire that the General Membership Meeting should be streamlined and wished there was a better way to
handle the important issue of allowing the membership to voice their opinions.

•

The TIME OF YEAR for convention meets the approval of most of those who attended: 62.44% feel the convention should be held in the summer. 93.96% of the members who responded to our earlier Membership
Survey said they planned to attend a future convention.

•

59.95% offered suggestions for improving the convention.

•

We received many compliments regarding the various convention activities and for those who volunteered.
"I do so appreciate the Board members and everyone who works so hard to put ideas into place. I know
that is why the meetings and voting are so important. It just seems that there needs to be a new process
so the meetings are productive and not counter-productive." An often repeated suggestion for convention
improvement was to establish better communication processes with First Timers. Several First Timers expressed delight with the demos, cake and vendors rooms, but bewilderment at all of the things they tried
very hard to remember.

ICES members who participated in the convention exit survey are commended for taking the time to voice
their opinions in this manner. Please be assured that your voices were heard and that Board motions regarding
future surveys will ensure they will continue to be heard. Likewise, the ICES Board of Directors is commended
for listening to the views expressed by the membership and sincerely attempting to effect positive change.
Please feel very free to communicate regularly with the ICES Membership Coordinator and she will make
sure your comments are directed to your area's Representative and the Board of Directors so that positive
changes can continue to be implemented.
—Grace McMillan, 2008-2009 Convention Chair and Helen Osteen, ICES Membership Coordinator
Page 20
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Sweetheart Pixie Cake
prepared fondants make it easier
to handle.
Because we took the time to
flip the mold over onto the upholstery plastic, it will be easy to carry
the border piece to the base of the
cake and slip it off the plastic right
into place.
Carefully stretch the sides
of the trim with the pointy bits
because you are forming it into a
circle and you want the edges to
meet cleanly wherever they need
to join.
Pearl dusting
Apply your pearl dust of choice
to the borders with a large soft
brush.

ICES Newsletter

Place additional pearl dust in a
container and add vodka or lemon
extract to make a very thin paint.
Use a paint brush to place some
of the thin paint on the very edge
of the top and let drips run down
the sides. Use a wide flat brush or
fan brush to paint the tops of the
cakes.
Finishing touches
It is time to wrap the berries,
leaves and curlicues into stems.
Start with the smallest berry or
leaf at the end of a piece of 22gauge cloth or tape-covered wire.
Use florist tape that has been cut
to ¼" width and wrap each berry
stem onto the main stem.

February 2010

. . . / continued from page 17
I make up all my berry stems
and all my leaf stems and then
wrap the berry stems onto the leaf
stems wherever they need to go.
Add in the curlicues as desired and
place the assembled stems on the
cake.
The cardinal rule of cake is:
"No wires or stems in the cake."
Always, always, always use a straw
or pick holder to cover the wire or
stem if it will need to be inserted
into the cake.
Put your pixies and truffle
treats in place. For the final sparkly
look, sprinkle some very fine edible
glitter (available from the web site
houseofclarendon.com) over the
entire piece.
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How Did They Do It?
Each issue of the ICES newsletter
has photographs of cakes and other
sugar art that were displayed at the
annual ICES Convention. The cooperation of the artists who completed these
beautiful works of art has enabled us to
share information about some of these
displays.

Photos on Page 13
Karen Garback, OH—This 6" cake
was placed on a 10" board. It was
covered with fondant and airbrushed in blue for the sky and
then sponged. Royal icing was used
to make the grass and clouds. The
hearts and border were made with
royal icing and the angel was made
of dimensional flood work.
Tracy Sukiennik, TX—The cake
was comprised of a 6" hexagon, 8"
round, 3" tall 6" round, 9" hexagon, 12" round and a 2" tall 14"
round. The tiers were covered with
black and pink fondant and decorated with pink and black royal icing. The royal icing design patterns
were first piped on a piece of glass
and then pressed against the fresh
fondant sides of the cake.
Diana Garcia, CT—This cake
consisted of a 15" x 9" hexagonshaped cake covered with black
and white rolled fondant. Pastillage
was used to make the hearts and
wedding ring decorations. Royal
icing was implemented for the borders and piping work. The cake top
consisted of a foam base covered
with rolled fondant and decorated
with red gum paste rosebuds. The
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cake border was covered with
rolled red fondant. Edible gold glitter added the finishing touch.
Linda Kelsey, IL—This simple
two-tiered cake was covered with
chocolate fondant and decorated
with pink fondant circle cutouts.

Photos on Page 14
Tineke Hendrikse, Netherlands—
This single-tiered cake covered
with rolled fondant featured inlay
work on the cake board, a crimped
cake edge and a large bow on top.
Norma Arevalo, Peru—This twotiered wedding cake was covered
with fondant and finished with
small flower decorations, lace
pieces and pink roses.
Tamara Anderson, MN—This fourtiered wedding cake was completed in white and several shades of
pink fondant. Each tier featured a
different medium, including Sugarveil®, gum paste, stenciling and
royal icing decorations. A flower
topper completed the display.

the flowers were made of cold porcelain, but could easily be made
of sugar paste. The floral spray
consisted of Vanda orchids, a rose,
Caper flowers, fiddlehead ferns
and strings of pearls in a braided
heart-shaped frame of wired ribbon. This arrangement was interspersed with trailing foliage, rose
leaves and Pepermonia leaves.
Merrie Lee Reese, FL—The heartshaped cake was covered with red
fondant and decorated with white
royal icing hearts and letters. The
cake board was covered with white
fondant and had a ribbon edge.
Barb Evans, IL—This two-tiered
wedding cake was covered with
pink fondant and featured Oriental
string work, hydrangea and a bride
and groom plaque made of run
sugar.
Carolyn Lawrence, MO—The
three-tiered wedding cake (two
hexagons and one round tier) was
decorated with pink and green side
decorations, topped with a teddy
bear bride and groom, and finished
with pearl borders.

Photos on Page 16

Dorothy Saulnier, MA—This threetiered cake was covered with rolled
fondant and decorated with diamond cuts, drapes and wild roses
and leaves made of royal icing.

Nancy Blanco, Argentina—This
first birthday cake featured a baby
playing with a block. The decorative elements on this cake were
made with molds.

Photos on Page 15

Lisa Hook, MI—The birdhouse cake
was 5" wide and 10" deep with
an angled top. The cake was iced
in buttercream and an opening
was cut out for the door. A circle
of black fondant was worked into

Toni Hartman, NJ—This two-tiered
fondant-covered cake was decorated with a floral spray. Because
this cake traveled from New Jersey,
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the opening of the door. Colored
fondant was rolled out and the
wood grain design was impressed
into the fondant with a wood grain
impression mat. Each side of the
cake was covered and the corners
were smoothed. The door opening was trimmed, revealing the
black fondant already placed. Small
squares of roofing tiles were cut.
Lines were cut into the roofing tiles
by using a fondant tool with the
end shaped like a shell. This was
pressed into the squares ¾ of the
way up and then dragging the tool
to the bottom edge of the square.
The squares were attached onto
the roof area, alternating the pattern with roofing shingles overlapping slightly. To make the perch,
a thin dowel was covered with

fondant and pressed into the front
of the birdhouse just below the
door. Fondant holly leaves and berries adorned this winter birdhouse.
The bird was modeled of fondant
and gum paste and placed on the
perch.
Cassidy Howell, IN—This youth entry featured a three-tiered stacked
party cake. The top tier was 4", the
middle tier was 8" and the bottom
tier was 10". All three layers were
covered with light pink fondant.
A draping technique was used so
that it puckered out around the
cake. The same fondant was used
to make ball borders covered with
orchid pink pearl dust. The side
decorations were made with tip
#2. A bouquet of gum paste carna-

tions and leaves was placed on top
of the cake. This was interspersed
with pink color flow hearts and
pink and green fondant spirals.
Julia Cullen, IN—This three-tiered
wedding cake featured royal icing
decorations and was topped with
a vase of matching fondant roses.
The flowers for the drapes on the
second tier and the frames on the
first tier were drop (swirl) flowers.
The flowers on the corners of the
hexagon tier were made on a lily
nail. There was a shell border at
the top and bottom of each tier,
with an icing ribbon around the
first tier. The top tier featured royal
icing rings and string work. Inside
the cage were two-tone pansies
made with tip #101.

Classified Advertisements
Icing Online Store - For all your cake decorating supplies, we offer what you're looking for. Our selection is
broad, our prices low, and we offer prompt delivery. Visit us at icingonlinestore.com or call 800-710-8122 and
place your order today.
BakeryBuddy.com™ – Organize and manage your client records and recipes, calculate pricing, record inventory, create bakers' worksheets, view and print reports/invoices using personalized information. For information,
contact Harriet Cobb at 901-854-1104, e-mail Beacake@aol.com, visit www.harrietscreations.com and click on
“For Decorators Only,” or visit www.BakeryBuddy.com and enroll for information to be sent via e-mail.
Elegant Lace Impressions – Visit us at www.elegantlacemolds.com. Phone 541-926-0025, fax 541-791-3214.  
Flexible, easy-to-use cake decorating molds. Check out our new wraps, medallions, collections and trims!
SUGARCRAFT™ – Visit us at www.sugarcraft.com - fun, easy, and secure . . . order on-line. We carry thousands of cake decorating, cookie, and candy products. If you want it, we have it! ALSO - please visit www.
sugarcraft.org for cake decorator’s message board, ICES news, cake photos, ideas and recipes! We are located
at 3665 Dixie Hwy., Hamilton, OH 45015.
NEW BEAUTIFUL SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PINS: “LOVE (red heart) MY CAKES” and “CAKE
LADY” (large ½" letters). Find them at www.carolscandies.com, or call 214-674-7294. Quantity discounts.
Enter a Cake Challenge for charity and win cash prizes: April 21, 2010 in Scranton, PA. Judged by Kim
Morrison. Call 570-342-8944 for more information.
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April Issue Deadline: February 25

ADDRESS CHANGES
Has your address changed or are you planning
to move? Please remember that the ICES newsletter address lists are submitted to the mailer weeks
before the publication reaches US mail boxes, so
the earlier we can receive your information, the
better we can serve you, and the fewer issues you
will miss.
Please send address changes to Helen Osteen,
ICES Membership Coordinator, 2502 Esther Ave.,
Pasadena, TX 77502. You may call 713-204-3218,
fax 877-261-8560, or e-mail ICESmembership@
osteenjewelry.com.

Newsletter Advertising Policy
Ads for the newsletter must be received by the 25th of the month, two months
preceding issue month (Sept. 25 for Nov. issue). All ads are payable in
advance before publication. Make checks payable to ICES. Ads (except
classified) must be submitted digitally (as e-mail attachments or on CD; see
instructions below) unless otherwise approved by the Newsletter Editor.
All ads received later than the posted deadline are subject to a $100 late fee
and will be accepted only at the discretion of the Newsletter Editor. Any ad
requiring typesetting or an unusual amount of layout or cleanup time may be
billed. Allow four to five days for mail to reach the ICES Newsletter Editor at
324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK  73044, phone or fax 405-282-3003, e-mail
IcesEditor@aol.com. Ad prices are subject to change without notice.
Classified Advertising is $5 per typed line (Times New Roman, size 12), black
and white only. Current ad rates and sizes (width x length) are as follows:
Page Size
1
/6 page (3¾" x 3¼")
¼ page (3¾" x 47/8")
Horizontal ½ page (7½" x 47/8")
Vertical ½ page (3¾" x 10")
Full page (7½" x 10")

Black and White
$  79.00
$119.00
$212.00
$212.00
$383.50

Color
N/A
$207
$368
$368
$667

If you commit to one full year of ads (11 issues), you will be charged only
for 10 ads. If you commit to 6 months of ads, you will receive one ad
free (published in 7 issues). If you pay for the full-year commitment or a
one-half year commitment in advance, you will receive an additional 10%
discount. Please note that Classified Ads are excluded from this offer.
To submit ads digitally, please send the ad attached to e-mail. Preferred ad
format is .pdf or .tiff. Please do not send Mac files with Quark extensions.
You may submit any of the following types of files: InDesign PageMaker,
Word, WordPerfect, or Photoshop, plus any nonstandard fonts used, along
with .tiff or .pdf files of any artwork. Macintosh files are also accepted,
provided they can be converted or re-created.
For ads with photos or grayscale, scan photos or grayscale art in grayscale
at 350 dpi and save in .tiff or .pdf format. Position photos and compose
text in layout program (either typeset text or scan as line art and position
in layout program; do not scan text as grayscale). Include any nonstandard
fonts used. Please fax a copy of the ad to the editor for comparison of original
and digital versions.
For ads with text and line art only, lay out and scan the entire ad as line art
at 600 dpi and save in .tiff or .pdf format. Fax a copy of the ad to the editor
for comparison of original and digital versions.

Publication Information
Check out our all-new web site!
www.pohlmanscakes.com
View new pictures of our molds.
Now available: Standing Turkey Kit!
Phone 660-839-2231

The ICES (USPS 020031) newsletter is published monthly (except in September) by the
International Cake Exploration Societé at 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044-7806,
Periodicals postage paid at Guthrie and additional mailing offices.
POSTMASTER, PLEASE SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO: ICES Membership
Coordinator, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, TX 77502-3239.
The ICES newsletter is published to keep members informed about cake decorating and
relevant issues. Members are encouraged to share hints, recipes, patterns and/or photographs.
Regular membership dues are $60 per year or $156 for three years (dues include $24.96 per
year for your subscription to the ICES newsletter); International membership dues are $75
per year or $201 for three years (dues include $55.44 per year for your subscription to the
ICES newsletter); Associate membership dues are $25 per year, and Charter membership
(joined before 09/1977) dues are $20 per year. Dues must be paid in U.S. funds. Membership
is open to any man, woman, or child who is interested in the art of cake decorating.
      Material published in the ICES newsletter does not necessarily reflect the opinions of
ICES and/or the Newsletter Editor. All submitted material becomes the property of ICES and
may be edited. ICES and/or the Newsletter Editor cannot be held responsible for the results
from the use of such material. Class, Show and Day of Sharing notices are published as a
public service. Any changes or cancellations are the responsibility of the contact person, not
ICES and/or the Newsletter Editor. Advertisements are accepted and published in good faith.
Any misrepresentation is the responsibility of the advertiser. Do not submit digitally altered
images as originals for publication. The International Cake Exploration Societé and/or the
Newsletter Editor are not liable for any product or service. This publication reserves the right
to refuse any advertising which would be in violation of the objectives of ICES as stated in
the Bylaws. This publication will not publish anything which would be in direct conflict or
competition with ICES or ICES-sponsored events.
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Apples for Teachers
. . . / continued from page 2

Make the stem
Use the brown gum paste to
roll a 1/8” thick sausage and trim to
1” in length. Insert toothpick partially into the gum paste and taper
it down toward the toothpick’s
end. The other end should be left
thicker and slightly slanted on the
top. Make a small indent for the
top of the stem with your Dresden
Tool. Dust the stem lightly with
medium green petal dust on the
side and brown petal dust in the
indentation on the top. Insert into
the foam block to dry.
Make leaves
Roll out green gum paste and
use the leaf cutter to cut one to
two leaves for every apple. Use
a veiner to impress each leaf and
dust with a small amount of medium red petal dust at the very
base of the top side of the leaf.
Layer with medium green and accent with darker green petal dust.
Be sure to dust a small amount
of color onto the backs since you
will probably be able to see them
when the project is complete. Use
a piece of aluminum foil to gently
form hills and valleys for the leaves
to dry on so they will be more
naturally shaped.
Assembly
Once the cakes are completely
cool and the leaves and stems are
dry, make Quick Caramel Icing
(see page 12). Line up the muffin pot cakes in a row and quickly
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frost each cake by pouring a small
amount of the caramel over the
top of each one. Do not let the
icing flow over the edges or fill up
the entire area up to the rim. You
should use just enough to coat the
top of each cake with a smooth
coat.
If the icing starts to thicken and
harden while you work, simply return it to the stove set at medium
heat and stir constantly until it
becomes smooth and liquid again.
Let the cakes cool while preparing
the red fondant.
To obtain a rich red fondant
color, start with a commercially
colored fondant and add additional
coloring to balance it out. Add
even more red or a small amount
of moss or avocado green to tone
it down.
Find a circle cutter that is approximately the same diameter as
the top of the muffin pot or cupcake. Roll out the red fondant and
cut the number of apple tops you
need.
Place a red disk on each of the
caramel-covered cake tops. With a
Dresden Tool gently smooth down
the edges into the muffin pot all
the way to the sides to give it a
finished appearance.
Use the rounded end of a medium CelStick to press down slowly
into the top center of the “apple”
to form the indentation where
the stem will go. Be careful not to
puncture the fondant by pressing
too hard too quickly. Use the DresPage 25
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den Tool or the other end of the
CelStick to carefully pull lines out
from the center, making between
three to five indents per apple.
Once you have achieved the
desired effect, dust each apple top
from the center out with medium
red petal dust, highlight with
medium green petal dust on the
top, and use dark red petal dust
for the indentations and center.
Dust around the outside edges of
the fondant where it meets the pot
with dark red petal dust to accentuate the curve of the apple.
Use the green buttercream/
royal icing filled bag fitted with
a leaf tip and pipe a small leaf,
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starting at the apple’s top center
indent. This will be your support
material for the leaf. Insert one of
the stems into the middle of the
indent and place the leaves onto
the top of the icing, angling them
slightly upward.
Once finished, you may wish to
steam your apples or use an edible
varnish to make them shiny.
These individually sized desserts make perfect gifts. With slight
alterations in the fruit markings,
you can also adapt this technique
to make peaches, oranges, plums
and other rounded fruits. It’s a
perfect way to showcase your fruitbased cake recipes.
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The one-stop shop for
all your baking needs!
Thousands of items to choose from:
• Cupcake Papers

• Gum Paste Supplies

• Sprinkles

• Rolled Fondant

• Professional

• Cake Dummies

Cake Pans
• Pastry bags
& tubes
• Food Coloring

• Books
• Chocolate
• Paper Baking Molds
• Much More!

Great prices, Great service. Serving the industry for 30 years.
Join our e-mail list to be notiﬁed of
all special discounts to our customers!

www.nycake.com
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This pixie comes prepared to offer your sweetheart tasty treats either as part of an entire cake as you see on the front cover or in a stand-alone piece with only one pixie and
as many truffles as you choose. ICES CMSA Kelly Lance from Oregon generously shares
instructions for making the cake on the front cover, starting on page 3 of this publication.
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